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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]A way characterized by comprising the following a pushed object filters dynamically

an object pushed after that in a proxy hierarchy to whom inside of a hierarchy is transmitted

caudad.

A step which transmits inside of a hierarchy for using state information relevant to a pushed

object up.

A step which filters an object pushed after that based on transmitted object using state

information.

[Claim 2]A way characterized by comprising the following a pushed object filters dynamically

an object pushed in a proxy hierarchy to whom inside of a hierarchy is transmitted caudad.

A step which synthesizes information and are exchanged between nodes.

A step which filters a pushed object based on information synthesized and exchanged.

[Claim 3]A method according to claim 2 of containing further a step which transmits meta

information relevant to an object by which said filtering step was filtered.

[Claim 4]Completion of the success reverse side of a push to the lower level proxy / client

which was filtering-determined and was chosen, A method according to claim 1 of containing

further a step which performs adaptation staging of an object based on either of the staging

determination by using state information and other proxy nodes in a hierarchy.

[Claim 5]A way according to claim 1 said step to which a pushed object filters an object pushed

after that including a contents hierarchy of meta information contains further a step which

transmits meta information for inside of a proxy hierarchy caudad.

[Claim 6]A way according to claim 5 said step which transmits meta information contains

further a step which carries out staging of the object filtered [ inside / of a hierarchy ] in short
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explanation of an object with a step which transmits caudad within a proxy hierarchy.

[Claim 7]Said step which carries out staging of the object. [ which has the potential interest

shown by a user profile
] [ whether all the low-ranking proxies or client nodes of a level

received an object immediately, and ] Or a method according to claim 4 of containing further a

step which purges an object by which a staging urgency factor was less than predetermined

and a calculation threshold, or staging was carried out after [ the ] either.

[Claim 8]A way according to claim 1 said filtering step contains further a step which specifies

further a comprehensive using state and preference of an object by a low rank client node of

all in a hierarchy which were pushed.

[Claim 9]A method according to claim 4 that an object is classified into an object group and

each object group's using state information is based on a former users request pattern.

[Claim 10]A step classified into a group from whom using state information differs said pushed

object including a lower level proxy or a demand pattern of a client, A step which synthesizes

using state information including a group division of a pushed object, and are exchanged

between nodes, A method according to claim 1 of containing further a step which filters an

object pushed based on grouping of information synthesized and exchanged and a pushed

object.

[Claim 1 1]A way according to claim 4 filtering determination or staging determination is a

function of either bandwidth, an object property or the client characteristic.

[Claim 12]A way according to claim 1 1 the client characteristic includes a user profile or

preference information.

[Claim 13]A way according to claim 1 said filtering step is a function of an object urgency sign

including further a step which relates with an object which had an object urgency sign pushed,

and transmits inside of a hierarchy caudad.

[Claim 14]A way according to claim 4 said staging step contains a step which carries out

staging of the object on one or more levels of a contents hierarchy as a function of an urgency

sign including further a step which relates an urgency sign with one or more different layer

levels.

[Claim 15]A way according to claim 4 staging either said filtering step or a step is a function of

object size.

[Claim 1 6]A way according to claim 4 said staging either said filtering step or step is a life of an

object, or a function of expiration time.

[Claim 17]A method according to claim 4 of containing further a step which transmits to an

object which said staging step was answered
[
object ] and had staging status of a pushed

object pushed.

[Claim 18]A way according to claim 4 a proxy hierarchy contains a different-species proxy

hierarchy of said filtering step and said staging step by whom **
is someday performed
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depending on no servers in a hierarchy.

[Claim 19]Create a PICS using state label and a step with which comprehensive using state

information on a proxy hierarchy's lower level is expressed using a PICS categorical value is

included further, A way according to claim 2 said transmission step contains a step which

transmits inside of a hierarchy for comprehensive using state information up using a PICS

using state label.

[Claim 20]A step which creates a PICS staging label and with which staging status of an object

in a proxy hierarchy's given level by which staging was carried out is expressed using a PICS

categorical value, A method according to claim 4 of containing further a step which transmits

inside of a hierarchy for staging status caudad using a PICS staging label.

[Claim 21]A method according to claim 4 of creating a PICS push label and containing further a

step showing an urgency sign of an object pushed using a PICS categorical value, and a step

which transmits inside of a hierarchy for an urgency sign caudad using a PICS push label.

[Claim 22]A method given in any 1 paragraph of claim 1 3, 5, 6 and 9 10 and 14 15 and 19

thru/or 20 or 21 which transmits information for inside of a hierarchy using a meta information

protocol.

[Claim 23]A method given in any 1 paragraph of claim 1 3, 5, 6 and 9 10 and 14 15 and 19

thru/or 20 or 21 which transmits information for inside of a hierarchy using a PISC protocol.

[Claim 24]A method according to claim 4 of creating a PICS push label and containing further a

step showing a summary of an object pushed using a PICS categorical value, and a step

which transmits inside of a hierarchy for a summary caudad using a PICS push label.

[Claim 25]A method according to claim 1 of containing further a step which performs

adaptation staging of an object based on staging determination about a proxy node besides a

hierarchy.

[Claim 26]A proxy hierarchy by whom inside of a hierarchy is caudad transmitted to a stream of

a pushed object, comprising:

A step which is how to filter dynamically an object pushed after that, and attaches notes of

meta information to a push stream.

A step which answers the aforementioned notes attachment step and filters one or more

pushed objects.

[Claim 27]A method according to claim 6 which will change it if staging either filtering

determination or determination differs in a contents hierarchy's level.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the lnvention]This invention relates to the improved data processing system. The

specific mode of this invention is related with the dynamic push (or simultaneous transmissive

communication) filtering method which sends an object or a document within the hierarchy of a

proxy server. The still more specific mode of this invention is related with the procedure which

pushes Webobject to World Wide Web (WWW).

[0002]The following glossary will also be useful although a part of term used on glossary book

specifications has a meaning which a dictionary has.

[0003]The network which consists of the network and gateway which use the TCP/IP protocol

of an Internet series.

[0004]A client client is a computer which publishes a command to a server and performs the

task corresponding to the command.

[0005]The arbitrary computers which perform a task according to the command of a computer

besides a server are servers. A Web server usually supports one or more clients.

[0006]World Wide Web (WWW or web)

Application of the Internet for looking for information on the Internet switch between servers

and between databases by clicking words and phrases (hyperlink) with the language by which

highlighting was carried out, or concern. The Internet WWW server supports a client and

provides information. All the resources can be addressed as URL, and the web can display the

information corresponding to URL using HTML, and can consider that it is the Internet which

provides the interface by the point and click to other URL.

[0007] Universal resource locator (URL)

A method for identifying or addressing the information on the Internet uniquely. The web

document version or the file name which is thoroughly qualified of an E-mail address. It is
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accessible with Haar Per Rink in these. One example of URL is "http://www.philipyu.com:80 /

table.html." URL is provided with four ingredients here. The protocol used at first is specified

starting with the left, and it dissociates by the remaining locator and The 2nd is a target

host's host name or IP address. As for this, left-hand side is "//" and right-hand side is divided

by ":" as"/" or option. A port number is option, left-hand side is divided by a host name and

and right-hand side is divided by "/." The 4th ingredient is a actual file name or a program

name. This example shows that the extension of ".html" is an HTML file.

[0008]HyperText Markup Language (HTML)

HTML is a language which a Web server uses, in order to connect at other web documents

which create a document and can especially be perused from a web client (with hyperlink

course).

[0009]HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP or http)

HTTP is an example of the non-state protocol meaning all the demands to a server from a

client being treated independently. A server does not have record of former connection. It is

shown that "http:" in the beginning of URL communicates using HTTP about the resources of

specification of a request source client and a target server.

[0010]The KURAFIKARU interface which performs Internet Protocol, such as an Internet

browser or web browser http, and displays the result on a user's screen. The browser can

function as a tour guide of the Internet provided with the desktop screen, directory, and

retrieving tool which are used when a user does "surfing" of the Internet. In this example of

application, a web browser is client service which communicates with World Wide Web.

[001 1]Client cash client cash is usually used as a level 1 cache for objects which a client

accesses. In the WWW environment, client cash is usually carried out by the web browser, and

the non-durability cash which carries out cash of the object into the present call may be

sufficient as it, and it can also carry out cash of the object ranging over two or more calls.

[0012]The dedicated server in a network which works as an agent for a cash advance proxy

client, and finds the copy to which cash of the object was carried out. Since a cash advance

proxy is called as a result of the cache miss from client cash, it usually operates as cash of the

level beyond the secondary it.

[0013]HTTP demon (HTTPD)

A server provided with a HyperText Transfer Protocol and a common gateway interface

function. HTTPD is usually supported by the access agent who provides accesses to the

Internet, such as hardware connection, TCP/IP coupling, etc. to a machine on intranet.

[0014]The traffic volume on the Internet is also increasing in connection with a popular rapid

rise of World Wide Web (WWW or web). As a result, a web is a primary bottleneck of a

network performance. When there is a demand of a document or information from the user

connected to the server via the low speed network link, in a user end, it must be ready for
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remarkable waiting time. The alternate method for avoiding the time and effort of waiting for

the demanded document for a long time although "pull" is carried out, While the document

applicable to a content provider becomes usable, it is the method of "making pushing to a user

based on user preference or a profile specified beforehand" a document.

[001 5]lt is tended from a network to overflow this push method. Since a user's preference

specification tends to become unsuitable, this happens owing to too much many documents

being pushed at a user's origin.

[0016]ln the conventional "pull" method, one method of reducing the waiting time of access is

carrying out cash of the copy of information familiar to popular document or user, and the

waiting time of access from there becomes shorter. This cash advance can be carried out on

various points on a network. For example, in a big university and company, there is an original

local cache and all the users whom the network joined may be able to take out a document

from there. The dedicated server called the cash advance proxy which can operate as an

agent for a client depending on the case is carried out in a network, in order to find the copy to

which cash of the document was carried out. Usually, since the cash advance proxy relates

only to the cache miss from client (1st order) cash, it operates as cash of the level beyond the

secondary it. Client cash is usually a part of web browser, and can memorize the document

which memorizes the object accessed into the present call (non-durability cash which is carried

out by Mosaic), or was accessed ranging over two or more calls.

[0017]Generally, the hierarchy of a proxy is constituted by a client and the server (one or

more). In a computer network, one or more project proxies, section proxies, site proxies, etc.

exist. The service provider of the Internet can carry out a proxy by one or more, such as each

neighborhood, each low rank area, and an every place region. A client, a proxy, or its both

form a cash advance hierarchy. In a strict hierarchy, if a cache miss arises (client), a proxy will

require a hierarchy's object immediately missing from the upper level via a cash advance proxy

interface like the HTTP interface used in CERN HTTP cash. These days, it can ask more a

"brother" or "neighboring" cash in HARVEST at the time of a cache miss (C. M. Brown (Brown)

others). "Harvest : Refer to 94 or A Scalable, Customizable Discovery and Access System"

University of Colorado, computer science part, and technical report CU-CS-732-1994.

Regardless of the object by which the cash advance was carried out by the proxy of others

[ case / any / determination / of a cash advance ], it is carried out by each local proxy. In other

words, determination of a cash advance is performed only as a function of the contents of a

local cache, the object characteristic, or its both.

[0018]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the lnvention]As mentioned above, filtering and the proxy server

of a push base are developed, and the system based on the actual using state of a viewer is

required. The system and the method that staging determination is performed based on the
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result of push filtering determination and a push activity are required. It is necessary to employ

a proxy hierarchy more effectively between proxy servers by the transmission and reception or

exchange of information between a contents server and a client. This invention relates to the

above-mentioned necessity.

[0019]

[Means for Solving the Problem]This invention is aimed at a method and a system which filter

push information on a client server hierarchy based on actual use information if needed

[ above ]. The using state information can contain actual object reference/access pattern. The

staging cash manager can make rapid access possible, when it carries out by a server (one or

more) and a filtered object is required later.

[0020]A method provided with a function by this invention which filters dynamically an object

pushed in a proxy hierarchy by whom inside of a hierarchy is caudad transmitted to a pushed

object, A step which filters an object pushed based on object use information transmitted in

inside of a hierarchy a step which transmits up, and after that in use information relevant to a

pushed object is included.

[0021]Another mode of this invention contains an addition step which synthesizes information

and are exchanged between nodes, and an addition step which filters a pushed object based

on information synthesized and exchanged. This filtering step can contain a step which

transmits meta information relevant to an object filtered further.

[0022]Completion of the success reverse side of a push to the lower level proxy / client which

another mode of this invention was filtering-determined and was chosen, A step which

performs adaptation staging of an object based on either of the staging determination by using

state information and other proxy nodes in a hierarchy is included. Cash can be more

effectively managed by a proxy server's purging timely an object by which staging was carried

out, and reducing redundant staging of an object with other functions.

[0023]ln another mode of this invention, a step to which a pushed object filters an object

pushed after that including a contents hierarchy of meta information contains further a step

which transmits meta information for inside of a proxy hierarchy caudad.

[0024]ln another mode of this invention, push filtering includes determination of a push with a

contents level. It is possible for determination of filtering to push only a title or a summary (not

being the whole contents) to some nodes of a hierarchy of the following level (low rank). Thus,

determination of filtering is possible on a content level which whether a node of a level of next

throat (low rank) not only receives a push but each node receives. Determination of filtering to

a node of the following level (low rank) can be based on synthesis information of a using state

of all the users under a node of the following level (low rank).

[0025]ln another mode of this invention, inside of a hierarchy is caudad transmitted to a stream

of a pushed object, A method of filtering dynamically an object pushed after that contains a
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step which attaches notes of meta information to a push stream, and a step which filters one or

more objects which answered a step of notes attachment and were pushed.

[0026]ln another mode of this invention, various kinds of information can be transmitted by

Internet environment using a PICS protocol. First, using PICS, a content provider or a proxy

node of an upper level attaches notes to an object, namely, can specify the characteristic of

information about a push object. This information can contain all transmitting agency channels

(discernment) of a summary of urgency of a push object or a priority, and object contents or a

title, a group classification, or a push, or these. A using state of preference information on a

push object can be transmitted [ 2nd ] to the upper part from a hierarchy's lower level using

PICS. Using state information based on an object group classification and user preference can

be included in this. Inside of a hierarchy can be transmitted [ 3rd ] for a staging state of each

object by which staging was carried out (some or all of high order hierarchies) below using

PICS. In this case, a PICS protocol can be generalized and exchange or transmission of

information can be performed over the whole hierarchy. If it says to details more, these

information of various kinds of is memorizable to a header of an object using a PICS protocol.

A PICS label new about each information type can be defined, and a PICS categorical value

can be made to correspond to a specific situation. The lower level server (or client) can

interpret a PICS categorical value, and can increase the efficiency of a push or determination

of staging.

[0027]

[Embodiment of the lnvention]The whole hierarchy architecture of the proxy server provided

with the function of this invention is shown in drawing 1 As shown in a figure, a client

(600. ..603) is connectable with the Internet (25) via the hierarchy (level 0 ... level 3) of a proxy

server (30. ..55). When it says only within this example, the proxy hierarchy of a graphic display

contains the proxy server of four levels. Any number of a proxy hierarchy's levels are not cared

about, but a client (600.. .603) will understand that it is actually connectable with every level of

the, if it is a person skilled in the art. The proxy (30) of a record level (level 0) is connected to

the Internet. As for the proxy of level 1 , those with two (35 and 37) and one level 1 proxy 35

are connected to the proxy (40 and 43) of the level 2. Subsequently to the proxy (40, 35, 30) of

the levels 2, 1, and 0, the client 603 is combined with the proxy (50) of the level (level 3)

immediately on it. The client can access various websites (20) via the Internet (25). Since a

client manages staging and User Information, it can have a client proxy of itself. The hierarchy

of a proxy server will also understand that one client (600) and a single proxy server can be

included, if he is a person skilled in the art.

[0028]lf it sees from a client (603), a certain kind of proxy (55, 43, and 37) is not a part of the

proxy hierarchy. He will understand the proxy of a lower level, if it is a person skilled in the art

about the ability to communicate to the proxy of other upper levels of the direct Internet,
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although a typical communication path is a proxy course of an upper level immediately.

[0029]ln the conventional proxy hierarchy, an object is caudad pushed after reception of the

pushed object to the proxy of the following level (low rank). On the other hand, in "pull"

demand by the object which cannot be used locally, the demand of a lack object is given to a

push of the following upper level. When an upper level proxy carries out staging of the object

before, this proxy passes an object caudad. When that is not right, this proxy tends to obtain

an object from an upper level proxy. The inputted object is caudad passed to the proxy of the

following lower level which is demanding the object.

[0030]Note that drawing 1 is a figure showing only the logical connection showing the flow of

an object and the information on a demand. This figure is not a physical-connection figure.

Logical connection may change by physical events, such as a workload, a node or a link fault.

If the types of an object differ, the logical paths which reach to a user may also differ.

[0031]lf it surveys, the server (30. ..50) of this invention will push a push object and the

information about the determination of the staging to the proxy of the following level (low rank)

with an object. Not only the determination of staging of itself but the determination (one or

more) of the whole high order hierarchy's staging can actually be passed caudad.

[0032]This invention is further provided with the function for transmitting information to a

hierarchy's method of the upper and lower sides efficiently. When carrying out http, information

exchange can be included in an object header using the existing web protocol. PICS ("plat

form for Internet-contents selection") specifies how to transmit the meta information about

electronic content. PICS is web consortium protocol advice (see http://www.w3.org/PICS).

Since PICS was promoted in the evaluation label of a value base, such as "what quantity of

nudity (nudity) is related with these contents", it was used for the first time, but a format and

meaning of meta information are completely common. In PICS, according to the source of

generation and schedule using state of "evaluation service" or information, the group division

of the meta information of electronic content is carried out, and arbitrary numbers of the

categories or dimensions of information can be transmitted in one of groups. There is the

range of the value allowed in each category, and a value single [ a specific category ] about

the specific contents of one affair or multiple can be taken. The meta information group (known

as a "PICS label") can include expiration information. The function applied to two or more

electronic content also has PICS. The PICS label of the specific electronic content of one affair

can be independently deleted from an addition or there to contents.

[0033]For example, an image file can be transmitted to the server which attached the single

PICS label in which it is shown that the "evaluation service" field contains the evaluation label

of a value base according to the "Safesurf' assessment system. According to this invention,

when an image file carries out company proxy passage, it can receive the 2nd PICS label in

which it is shown that the "evaluation service" field includes proxy staging information. When
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passing a section proxy, the 2nd PICS label can be stripped. Thus, refer only to the 1st PICS

label for a client computer. The http protocol is reinforcing the request header and response

header which support PICS. It is taking into consideration that the technical organization which

specifies other common application protocols, such as NNTP, also adds a PICS support. As a

part of such a protocol, the list of types of a desired PICS label can also be included by

demand. PICS has specified the reference format which receives PICS information from a

central label office server. The example of a PICS label is (PICS-1.1

"http://the.rating.service"label for" http://the.content"exp"1 997.07.01 T08: 15-0500" r

(n4s3v210)), A transmission name various meta information type and the application possible

value of these contents of "n", "s", "v", and "I" are 4 (in the case of n), 3 (in the case of s), 2 (in

the case of v), and 0 (in the case of I) here. Probably, only the software which recognizes ID

"http://the.rating. service" will be possible for the interpretation of these categories and a value.

[0034]According to a desirable embodiment, three different PICS labels are used. The proxy of

a content provider or an upper level uses the PICS label of the 1st kind called a push label or

(P-label), and it specifies notes attachment of an object, i.e., the characteristic of a push object,

or specifies the information about it. Although this label can include any combination of the

following category, it is not limited only to it.

[0035]- The value of an urgency category:"urgency" category shows the urgency which pushes

an object caudad. "UV" is defined as the categorical value.

[0036]- The value of a summary category:"summary" category shows the short summary of a

push object / document. In a more common case, one object can be specified on two or more

detailed levels. This contents hierarchy can consist of the three or more above-mentioned

levels (full contents and summary). For example, another title level can be included. In the

case of a news object, titles, such as a summary of "the terrorist devised the bomb in the

shopping center and the binary name died" and "explosion of a bomb" which are all the

contents of news, can be included. The contents level of additions, such as a title, can be

specified with P-label using another category of the contents level of each addition. There is a

"title" category of an object title in this example. An urgent categorical value which is different

from all the objects (namely, all the contents) is made also as for specification to a summary

category. For example, a higher urgency categorical value can be specified as a summary.

[0037]- The value of a group category:"group" category shows the classification of an object.

For example, in the case of the simultaneous transmissive communication of an in-house

newsletter, the typical group categorical value can include a "company", "HR", a "section", a

"competitor", etc. The 1st purpose of introducing a group category is for a group category to

enable it to collect User Information (the following paragraph explains), and to enable a push

by a group category.

[0038]- The value of a channel category:"channel" category shows a simultaneous
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transmissive communication channel or a contents transmission source. For example, they are

an internal enterprise channel or an external channel which can be used from PointCast and

Inc. with the trademark of POINTCAST (http://www.pointcast.com). A different channel can be

provided with a different group category.

[0039]lt is discussed by the desirable embodiment that one group category and one channel

category simplify a gestalt. Statistical information is independently held per group for every -

channel with easy generalization to two or more groups, a channel category, or its both for a

person skilled in the art, Since the determination of push filtering is made based on a using

state to an object group - He will understand things.

[0040]The use or the preference information on a push object can be transmitted to the upper

part from the level of a hierarchy's low rank using the PICS label of the 2nd kind called a user

label (U-label). Although this label can include any combination of the following category, it is

not limited only to it.

[0041]- The value of a using state (usage) category:"using state" category shows by what

frequency the object (inside of an object group) is referred to/accessed by the low order

hierarchy. This categorical value is shown by "RV."

[0042]- The value of a preference category:"preference" category shows an object with the

interest which a user specifies by profile specification. Profile information can be abolished if a

user's interest stops changing and updating. This categorical value is shown by "PV."

[0043]The PICS label of the 3rd type called "staging" label (C-label) is used in order that

performance information (a cash advance / staging information) may be transmitted and

shared, when a proxy passes [ an object ] a hierarchy. Although this label can include any

combination of the following category, it is not limited only to it.

[0044]- Staging of the object is carried out within a superordinate category, or the value of a

status category:"status" category shows the method of staging, or its both. This label is each

upper level hierarchy, and it can be specified whether staging of the object is carried out.

When a contents hierarchy can use it, it can be shown further whether a categorical value

carries out staging of which of all the documents and a summary.

[0045]The staging status of an object is shown by "valve flow coefficient." One of the methods

which determines a CV value by arbitrary proxies is explained below. For example, a CV value

can be determined as follows using the binary-value notation. In the case of the proxy of the n-

th level, the CV value of the object passed caudad is provided with n bits, and it is set to 1,

when the proxy of a level transmits an object for the inside of a hierarchy to the k-th bit (n-k)

caudad and staging of the object is carried out. When that is not right, the k-th bit is set to 0.

An object request can also be transmitted to the proxy of the level of the nearest higher rank

with a high possibility of having carried out staging of the object, using staging status

information, without requiring an object of the proxy of the level of a higher rank immediately.
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[0046]The CV value of the object A is considered again with reference to drawing 1 . Level 0

proxy (30) and level 2 proxy (40) carry out staging of the object A, and a level 1 proxy (35)

presupposes them that staging of the object A has not been carried out. the CV value of the

object A caudad passed to the level 3 proxy 50 - this case -- "-- it is set to 101 or (binary

value) 5 (decimal values). The CV values of the object A caudad passed to the proxy 35 object

proxy 40 are "1" and "10", respectively. Also in the option which expresses staging status

within a hierarchy, the person skilled in the art will understand a certain thing. Although it is

simpler than this, there is a method of meaning whether the single bit is used as a method that

accuracy is low, it shifted, and the proxy of that upper level carried out staging of the object.

When a bit is one, the upper level proxy is carrying out staging of the object. When that is not

right, no proxy of the upper level has carried out staging of the object.

[0047]The detailed example of the architecture of the proxy server of drawing 1
1
is shown in

drawing 2 . A proxy server as a custom CPU (200), a disk (205), The memory (207) for

performing durability data or the magnetism a program / for code memory, an electron or an

optical memory medium and the data based on CPU (200), a program, the dynamic access of

the both, execution, or its both is included. Without deviating from the pneuma and the range

of this invention, from a server besides a disk (205) and a network (25), one or more

components instantiated in the memory (207) carry out direct access, and can perform

maintenance, and the person skilled in the art will understand that it can distribute to two or

more servers. Three major components of the proxy server materialized as desirable software

which can be performed on CPU (200) are a push hair drier (220), a lack push object request

hair drier (240), and a head demand hair drier (260). It explains in full detail below, referring to

drawing 5 , and 10 and 4 for these components, respectively.

[0048]A memory (207) includes the structure of others of shoes which want to relate to the

function of this invention. Referring to drawing 8, cash (270) is maintained by each proxy node

so that it may explain in full detail below. When a push is filtered, staging of the push object is

carried out using cash. When requiring an object later, access time is shortened in this

procedure. Note that cash can be extended to the lower level of memory hierarchies, such as a

disk (205). Therefore, the cash advance or the object by which staging was carried out in a

proxy can reside in every level of a hierarchy permanently. Referring to drawing 4,

comprehensive User Information of the node of each following level is maintained as User

Information 280 shows, and supports the determination of filtering so that it may explain in full

detail below. Referring to drawing 8 , the fixed object information 290 relevant to each object by

which staging was carried out (UV etc.) is maintained for the determination of filtering so that it

may explain in full detail below. Referring to drawing 10, this influences the determination of

the back about whether the object by which staging was carried out is purged so that it may

explain in full detail below.
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[0049]The example of the proxy server logic provided with the function of this invention is

shown in drawing 3 . A proxy server will be in an input waiting state at Step 310 like a graphic

display. At Step 315, treatment branches by the received input. When the received input is a

push (from the following upper level), the push hair drier 320 is called at Step 320. The

detailed example of a push hair drier is mentioned later, referring to drawing 5. When the input

received at Step 330 is a lack push object request, the lack push object request hair drier 240

is called at Step 335. The lack push object request hair drier 240 processes the demand from

a lower level proxy (or client) about the object filtered by the upper level proxy node. The

detailed example of a lack push object request hair drier is mentioned later, referring to

drawing 10 . When the input received at Step 350 is a head demand (from a lower level proxy

or a client), the head demand hair drier 260 is called at Step 360. The head demand hair drier

260 processes a HTTP head demand, and transmits User Information from a lower level proxy.

.The detailed example of a head demand hair drier is mentioned later, referring to drawing 4 .

At Step 350, applicable miscellaneous hair driers (370), such as (the conventional HTTP "pull"

demand or a FTP demand), are called about the input of other types which are not the objects

of this invention.

[0050]The example of a head demand hair drier (260) is shown in drawing 4. Like a graphic

display, a proxy confirms whether the head demand which received from the following lower

level node i contains a user label (U-label) in a header at Step 410. U-label contains the using

state and two categories of preference to which a related categorical value is expressed with

RV and PV, respectively. About each of the following lower level node i, a proxy server

maintains the using state and preference categorical value in RV(i) of User Information (280),

and PV(i) in a memory, respectively. At Step 420, RV(i) and PV(i) are updated according to the

value which the node i newly received. At Step 430, a proxy node maintains a comprehensive

using state and a preference value (shown by RVnode and PVnode, respectively) over the

node of all the following lower levels. When updating these two average methods, it is

preferred to use the index method of averaging, if it says to details more - PVnode - the

current value plus - it is set as the decimal part of the difference of new PV(i) and an old PV(i)

value. The decimal part of this example is 0.5. A RVnode value is set up similarly. Other

information in a HTTP header can be processed at Step 440. This example is checking the

"freshness degree" of an object, when an object is changed at the end.

[0051 ]The example of the push hair drier 220 is shown in drawing 5. When the objects pushed

from the following level (higher rank) at Step 510 are all the objects like a graphic display, That

is, not only in the case of a header but all the contents, a push object filtering routine is called

at Step 515, and the filtering determination of a push to the following lower level node (one or

more) is made. The detailed example of a push object filtering routine is mentioned later,

referring to drawing 6 In order to determine whether carry out staging of the object of this node
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at Step 520, a staging determination routine is called. The detailed example of a staging

determination routine is described about drawing 8 . It is determined whether a push summary

filtering routine called at Step 525, and push a summary to a lower level node at Step 510,

when only summary information is pushed from an upper level proxy. The detailed example of

a push summary filtering routine is mentioned later referring to drawing 7 A push running

routine is called at Step 530, and a push to a lower level node is performed. The detailed

example of a push running routine is mentioned later, referring to drawing 11 .

[0052]The example of a push object filtering routine is shown in drawing 8 . The index variable i

is initialized by 0 at Step 610. The index variable i

**************
s a t step 610, when smaller

than severaIN of the node of the following lower level, the value of i

**************
s one time at

Step 615, for example, and push decision variable P(i) is initialized by 0. At Step 620, the

urgency level of a push (UV) of an object is larger than an urgent push threshold (PTH), PV(i)

When larger than 0 (when two or more lower level users specify an interest by a profile etc. in

an object), Push determination is chosen at Step 660 (P(i) set as 1), and all the objects are

pushed to the node i (see Step 1120 of drawing 1

1

). When that is not right, at Step 630, the

function (logic) (RV(i), PV(i), UV) F, i.e., the property of an object, (example: UV) and the

function of the object user characteristic (example: RV(i) and PV(i)) are called, and a filtering

decision is made. When F (RV(i), PV(i), UV) is truth, Step 660 is performed, P(i) is set as one,

and all the objects are pushed to the node i. The simple example of F (RV(i), PV(i), UV) is a

logical formula (RV(i)UV>QTH) (it is and (PV(i)>0).). However, QTH(s) are thresholds, such as

one. More complicated F function is designed and the factor of the bandwidth of an object,

size, or its both can be taken into consideration. For example, another F (RV(i), PV(i), UV) (it

can express with the logical formula of and (RV(i)UV>WTH) (PV(i)>0).) However, WTH is a

threshold which increases with object size and decreases with available bandwidth. WTH can

also take the expiration time of a document into consideration. Expiration time can set up this

value low about a long object. At Step 640, the function (logic) (RV(i), PV(i)) G is called and

push summary determination is performed. The example of G (RV(i), PV(i)) is a logical formula

(RV(i)>0) (it is and (PV(i)>0).). Like F function, more complicated G function can be designed

and other factors, such as bandwidth, can be taken into consideration by the determination of

a push server. At Step 650, P(i) is set as 0.5 and a summary is pushed caudad to the node i.

[0053]The example of a push summary filtering routine is shown in drawing 7. The index

variable i is initialized by 0 at Step 710. The index variable i

**************
s a t step 720, and

when smaller than severaIN of the node of the following lower level, the value of i

**************s one time at Step 730, for example. At Step 740, the function G (RV(i), PV(i)) is

called and push summary determination is performed (this is the same function as the function

called to Step 640). At Step 740, when G function is truth, P(i) is set as 0.5 at Step 750, and a

summary is pushed caudad to the node i (see Step 1 140 of drawingi 1 1).
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[0054]The example of a staging determination routine is shown in drawing 8. The "staging

urgency" factor of the object O is calculated at Step 810. This factor is expressed as CacheU

(O). The example of the computational logic of the staging urgency of an object is explained in

full detail below, referring to drawing 9 . At Step 815, the value of CacheU (O) can be caudad

adjusted based on the staging status of the object O in an upper level proxy. Staging status

information is specified as the staging label (C-label) of a HTTP header. The objects O are

some upper level proxy cash, and when staging has already been carried out, the necessity of

carrying out staging of it by the present node decreases. When larger than 0, CacheU (O) at

Step 820 at Step 830. It is judged whether it is used whether the amount of space (S) is

occupied from the (1) object O by all the objects Oj with low staging urgency and (2) available,

i.e., now. When it judges that S is larger than the size (O) of the object O at Step 840, it is

shown that the CV value of the object O was updated at Step 850, and staging was carried out

by the present node. If it says in detail, the original CV value can be doubled, can add 1 and

can make it a new CV value. At Step 870, the object O is memorized by cash (270) and the

value of valve flow coefficient relevant to an object, UV, and ChacheU is memorized by the

object information (290) portion of a memory. The object O is exchangeable for other objects in

which staging urgency has a lower value if needed. When the value of CacheU (O) is zero at

Step 820, staging of the object is not carried out but it is shown that a CV value is updated and

staging is not carried out by this proxy. 2 can be hung on the original CV value and,

specifically, a new CV value can be acquired. C-label of an object takes the new CV value

generated at Step 850 or Step 880, and shows the staging status at the time of an object being

caudad pushed in the inside of a hierarchy (see Step 1 100 of drawing 11 )

[0055]The person skilled in the art will understand that various cash nest processings are

possible, without deviating from the pneuma and the range of this invention. For example,

even if there is no demand until now, staging of the object in a new category can be carried out

by space variable units.

[0056]The example of the computational logic of the staging urgency of the object O is shown

in drawing 9 . The value CacheU of staging urgency (O) is initialized by 0 at Step 905. The

index variable i is initialized by 0 at Step 910. At Step 920, the index variable i is smaller than

severaIN of the node of the following lower level, and when push decision variable P(i) is not 1

at Step 930, only RV(i)UV(0)
**************

s CacheU (O) at Step 940. At Step 945, i

**************s and processing returns to Step 920. In i>N, processing is ended at Step 920.

[0057]The example of a lack push object request hair drier (240) is shown in drawing 10 . When

the push object O is filtered and it is required from a lower level node after that, it is judged

whether staging of the object O is carried out by the present node at Step 1005. When staging

is carried out, an object is returned to the node which inserted the CV value in the C-label and

was demanded at Step 1010. At Step 1020, the value of the staging urgency of the object O is
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calculated again. When this value falls to zero at Step 1030 (the node of all the following lower

levels with the interest on an object received the copy of that object), Or when something falls

even to another default value or calculated value, staging of the object O is not carried out any

longer at Step 1040. When staging of the object is not carried out at Step 1005, a demand is

transmitted to upper level proxy server or contents transmitting origin at Step 1080.

[0058]The example of a push running routine is shown in drawing 1 1 (drawing 5, Step 530).

The CV value of an object is inserted in C-label of a HTTP header at Step 1 100 (from Step 850

or 880 of drawing 8 ). At Step 1 1 20, the whole object O is pushed to the node of all the

following lower levels with P(i) equal to one. At Step 1 140, P(i) is pushed for the summary

header of the object 0 by all the nodes of the level immediately under 0.5. At Step 1 1 60, when

a push to a certain node i is unsuccessful (access of a link, a node failure, or a mobile client is

impossible), P(i) value is reset by zero. The staging determination routine (Step 520 of drawing

5) of the object O is checked. When a staging determination output does not perform staging

of an object since the staging determination routine (drawing 8) specified the set of new P(i)

value, re-call appearance was carried out and a part of push went wrong, it determines

whether carry out staging of the object now.

[0059]ln the different model proxy server environment which is the conventional proxy where a

part of proxy does not suit a filtering protocol, and it does not participate in collaboration, the

person skilled in the art will understand that dynamic push filtering is effective.

[0060]The desirable embodiment of this invention has explained the general push filtering

method of a Web server. However, the person skilled in the art will understand that the object

for a push can apply this invention also to what kind provided with the same characteristic of

situation, and it is not necessarily limited to the field of application of the Internet or WWW.
[0061]Although the desirable embodiment of this invention is co-operation push filtering

accompanied by staging between a hierarchy's parent node and a child node, it can be easily

fitted so that the collaboration between brother nodes may be included. For example, when

staging of the object as which the proxy was required by the high order hierarchy has not been

carried out, reference is possible from a proxy to a brother proxy. Including a brother node, it is

**, and is not limited to this, but the staging determination of drawing 8 is easily adapted to the

factor of the staging determination of the proxy node besides a hierarchy, and can be used for

the staging determination.

[0062]As a conclusion, the following matters are indicated about the composition of this

invention.

[0063](1) The pushed object is the method of filtering dynamically the object pushed after that

in the proxy hierarchy to whom the inside of a hierarchy is transmitted caudad, A method

containing the step which filters the object pushed after that based on the object using state

information transmitted in the inside of a hierarchy with the step which transmits up in the using
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state information relevant to the pushed object.

(2) The step which the pushed object is the method of filtering dynamically the object pushed

in the proxy hierarchy to whom the inside of a hierarchy is transmitted caudad, synthesizes

information, and are exchanged between nodes, A method containing the step which filters the

pushed object based on the information synthesized and exchanged.

(3) A method given in the above (2) which contains further the step which transmits the meta

information relevant to the object by which said filtering step was filtered.

(4) Completion of the success reverse side of a push to the lower level proxy / client which was

filtering-determined and was chosen, A method given in the above (1) which contains further

the step which performs adaptation staging of an object based on either of the staging

determination by using state information and other proxy nodes in a hierarchy.

(5) A method given in the above (1) in which said step for which the pushed object filters the

object pushed after that including the contents hierarchy of meta information contains further

the step which transmits meta information for the inside of a proxy hierarchy caudad.

(6) A method given in the above (5) in which said step which transmits meta information

contains further the step which carries out staging of the object filtered [ inside / of a hierarchy
]

in short explanation of the object with the step which transmits caudad within a proxy

hierarchy.

(7) Said step which carries out staging of the object. [ which has the potential interest shown

by the user profile
] [ whether all the low-ranking proxies or client nodes of the level received

the object immediately, and ] Or a method given in the above (4) which contains further the

step which purges the object by which the staging urgency factor was less than predetermined

and a calculation threshold, or staging was carried out after [ the ] either.

(8) A method given in the above (1) in which said filtering step contains further the step which

specifies further the comprehensive using state and preference of an object by the low rank

client node of all in a hierarchy which were pushed.

(9) A method given in the above (4) based on [ an object is classified into an object group and
]

a former users request pattern in each object group's using state information.

(10) The step classified into the group from whom using state information differs said pushed

object including a lower level proxy or the demand pattern of a client, The step which

synthesizes using state information including a group division of the pushed object, and are

exchanged between nodes, A method given in the above (1) which contains further the step

which filters the object pushed based on the grouping of the information synthesized and

exchanged and the pushed object.

(11) A method given in the above (4) filtering determination or whose staging determination is

a function of either bandwidth, an object property or the client characteristic.

(12) A method given in the above (1 1) in which the client characteristic includes a user profile
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or preference information.

(13) A method given in the above (1) in which said filtering step is a function of an object

urgency sign including further the step which relates with the object which had the object

urgency sign pushed, and transmits the inside of a hierarchy caudad.

(14) A method given in the above (4) in which said staging step contains the step which carries

out staging of the object on one or more levels of a contents hierarchy as a function of an

urgency sign including further the step which relates an urgency sign with one or more different

layer levels.

(15) A method given in the above (4) staging either [ whose ] said filtering step or a step is a

function of object size.

(16) A method given in the above (4) said staging either [ whose ] said filtering step or step is a

life of an object, or a function of expiration time.

(17) A method given in the above (4) which contains further the step which transmits to the

object which said staging step was answered
[
object ] and had the staging status of the

pushed object pushed.

(18) A method given in the above (4) whose proxy hierarchy contains the different-species

proxy hierarchy of said filtering step and said staging step by whom **
is someday performed

depending on no servers in a hierarchy.

(19) Create a PICS using state label and the step with which the comprehensive using state

information on a proxy hierarchy's lower level is expressed using a PICS categorical value is

included further, A method given in the above (2) in which said transmission step contains the

step which transmits the inside of a hierarchy for comprehensive using state information up

using a PICS using state label.

(20) The step which creates a PICS staging label and with which the staging status of the

object in a proxy hierarchy's given level by which staging was carried out is expressed using a

PICS categorical value, A method given in the above (4) which contains further the step which

transmits the inside of a hierarchy for staging status caudad using a PICS staging label.

(21) A method given in the above (4) which creates a PICS push label and contains further the

step showing the urgency sign of the object pushed using the PICS categorical value, and the

step which transmits the inside of a hierarchy for an urgency sign caudad using a PICS push

label.

(22) A method given in any 1 paragraph of the above (1) which transmits information for the

inside of a hierarchy using a meta information protocol thru/or (3), (5), (6), (9) to (10), (14) to

(15), (19) to (20), or (21).

(23) A method given in any 1 paragraph of the above (1) which transmits information for the

inside of a hierarchy using a PISC protocol thru/or (3), (5), (6), (9) to (10), (14) to (15), (19) to

(20), or (21).
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(24) A method given in the above (4) which creates a PICS push label and contains further the

step showing the summary of the object pushed using the PICS categorical value, and the step

which transmits the inside of a hierarchy for a summary caudad using a PICS push label.

(25) A method given in the above (1) which contains further the step which performs

adaptation staging of an object based on the staging determination about the proxy node

besides a hierarchy.

(26) In the proxy hierarchy by whom the inside of a hierarchy is caudad transmitted to the

stream of the pushed object, How to be the method of filtering dynamically the object pushed

after that, and contain the step which attaches notes of meta information to a push stream, and

the step which answers the aforementioned notes attachment step and filters one or more

pushed objects.

(27) A method given in the above (6) which will change it if staging either filtering determination

or determination differs in a contents hierarchy's level.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[Field of the lnvention]This invention relates to the improved data processing system. The

specific mode of this invention is related with the dynamic push (or simultaneous transmissive

communication) filtering method which sends an object or a document within the hierarchy of a

proxy server. The still more specific mode of this invention is related with the procedure which

pushes Webobject to World Wide Web (WWW).

[0002]The following glossary will also be useful although a part of term used on glossary book

specifications has a meaning which a dictionary has.

[0003]The network which consists of the network and gateway which use the TCP/IP protocol

of an Internet series.

[0004]A client client is a computer which publishes a command to a server and performs the

task corresponding to the command.

[0005]The arbitrary computers which perform a task according to the command of a computer

besides a server are servers. A Web server usually supports one or more clients.

[0006]World Wide Web (WWW or web)

Application of the Internet for looking for information on the Internet switch between servers

and between databases by clicking words and phrases (hyperlink) with the language by which

highlighting was carried out, or concern. The Internet WWW server supports a client and

provides information. All the resources can be addressed as URL, and the web can display the

information corresponding to URL using HTML, and can consider that it is the Internet which

provides the interface by the point and click to other URL.

[0007] Universal resource locator (URL)

A method for identifying or addressing the information on the Internet uniquely. The web

document version or the file name which is thoroughly qualified of an E-mail address. It is

accessible with Haar Per Rink in these. One example of URL is "http://www.philipyu.com:80 /

table.html." URL is provided with four ingredients here. The protocol used at first is specified
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starting with the left, and it dissociates by the remaining locator and The 2nd is a target

host's host name or IP address. As for this, left-hand side is "//" and right-hand side is divided

by ":" as"/" or option. A port number is option, left-hand side is divided by a host name and

and right-hand side is divided by "/." The 4th ingredient is a actual file name or a program

name. This example shows that the extension of ".html" is an HTML file.

[0008]HyperText Markup Language (HTML)

HTML is a language which a Web server uses, in order to connect at other web documents

which create a document and can especially be perused from a web client (with hyperlink

course).

[0009]HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP or http)

HTTP is an example of the non-state protocol meaning all the demands to a server from a

client being treated independently. A server does not have record of former connection. It is

shown that "http:" in the beginning of URL communicates using HTTP about the resources of

specification of a request source client and a target server.

[0010]The KURAFIKARU interface which performs Internet Protocol, such as an Internet

browser or web browser http, and displays the result on a user's screen. The browser can

function as a tour guide of the Internet provided with the desktop screen, directory, and

retrieving tool which are used when a user does "surfing" of the Internet. In this example of

application, a web browser is client service which communicates with World Wide Web.

[001 1]Client cash client cash is usually used as a level 1 cache for objects which a client

accesses. In the WWW environment, client cash is usually carried out by the web browser, and

the non-durability cash which carries out cash of the object into the present call may be

sufficient as it, and it can also carry out cash of the object ranging over two or more calls.

[0012]The dedicated server in a network which works as an agent for a cash advance proxy

client, and finds the copy to which cash of the object was carried out. Since a cash advance

proxy is called as a result of the cache miss from client cash, it usually operates as cash of the

level beyond the secondary it.

[0013]HTTP demon (HTTPD)

A server provided with a HyperText Transfer Protocol and a common gateway interface

function. HTTPD is usually supported by the access agent who provides accesses to the

Internet, such as hardware connection, TCP/IP coupling, etc. to a machine on intranet.

[0014]The traffic volume on the Internet is also increasing in connection with a popular rapid

rise of World Wide Web (WWW or web). As a result, a web is a primary bottleneck of a

network performance. When there is a demand of a document or information from the user

connected to the server via the low speed network link, in a user end, it must be ready for

remarkable waiting time. The alternate method for avoiding the time and effort of waiting for

the demanded document for a long time although "pull" is carried out, While the document
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applicable to a content provider becomes usable, it is the method of "making pushing to a user

based on user preference or a profile specified beforehand" a document.

[001 5]lt is tended from a network to overflow this push method. Since a user's preference

specification tends to become unsuitable, this happens owing to too much many documents

being pushed at a user's origin.

[0016]ln the conventional "pull" method, one method of reducing the waiting time of access is

carrying out cash of the copy of information familiar to popular document or user, and the

waiting time of access from there becomes shorter. This cash advance can be carried out on

various points on a network. For example, in a big university and company, there is an original

local cache and all the users whom the network joined may be able to take out a document

from there. The dedicated server called the cash advance proxy which can operate as an

agent for a client depending on the case is carried out in a network, in order to find the copy to

which cash of the document was carried out. Usually, since the cash advance proxy relates

only to the cache miss from client (1st order) cash, it operates as cash of the level beyond the

secondary it. Client cash is usually a part of web browser, and can memorize the document

which memorizes the object accessed into the present call (non-durability cash which is carried

out by Mosaic), or was accessed ranging over two or more calls.

[0017]Generally, the hierarchy of a proxy is constituted by a client and the server (one or

more). In a computer network, one or more project proxies, section proxies, site proxies, etc.

exist. The service provider of the Internet can carry out a proxy by one or more, such as each

neighborhood, each low rank area, and an every place region. A client, a proxy, or its both

form a cash advance hierarchy. In a strict hierarchy, if a cache miss arises (client), a proxy will

require a hierarchy's object immediately missing from the upper level via a cash advance proxy

interface like the HTTP interface used in CERN HTTP cash. These days, it can ask more a

"brother" or "neighboring" cash in HARVEST at the time of a cache miss (C. M. Brown (Brown)

others). "Harvest : Refer to 94 or A Scalable, Customizable Discovery and Access System"

University of Colorado, computer science part, and technical report CU-CS-732-1994.

Regardless of the object by which the cash advance was carried out by the proxy of others

[ case / any / determination / of a cash advance ], it is carried out by each local proxy. In other

words, determination of a cash advance is performed only as a function of the contents of a

local cache, the object characteristic, or its both.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the lnvention]As mentioned above, filtering and the proxy server

of a push base are developed, and the system based on the actual using state of a viewer is

required. The system and the method that staging determination is performed based on the

result of push filtering determination and a push activity are required. It is necessary to employ

a proxy hierarchy more effectively between proxy servers by the transmission and reception or

exchange of information between a contents server and a client. This invention relates to the

above-mentioned necessity.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

MEANS

[Means for Solving the Problem]This invention is aimed at a method and a system which filter

push information on a client server hierarchy based on actual use information if needed

[ above ]. The using state information can contain actual object reference/access pattern. The

staging cash manager can make rapid access possible, when it carries out by a server (one or

more) and a filtered object is required later.

[0020]A method provided with a function by this invention which filters dynamically an object

pushed in a proxy hierarchy by whom inside of a hierarchy is caudad transmitted to a pushed

object, A step which filters an object pushed based on object use information transmitted in

inside of a hierarchy a step which transmits up, and after that in use information relevant to a

pushed object is included.

[0021]Another mode of this invention contains an addition step which synthesizes information

and are exchanged between nodes, and an addition step which filters a pushed object based

on information synthesized and exchanged. This filtering step can contain a step which

transmits meta information relevant to an object filtered further.

[0022]Completion of the success reverse side of a push to the lower level proxy / client which

another mode of this invention was filtering-determined and was chosen, A step which

performs adaptation staging of an object based on either of the staging determination by using

state information and other proxy nodes in a hierarchy is included. Cash can be more

effectively managed by a proxy server's purging timely an object by which staging was carried

out, and reducing redundant staging of an object with other functions.

[0023]ln another mode of this invention, a step to which a pushed object filters an object

pushed after that including a contents hierarchy of meta information contains further a step

which transmits meta information for inside of a proxy hierarchy caudad.

[0024]ln another mode of this invention, push filtering includes determination of a push with a

contents level. It is possible for determination of filtering to push only a title or a summary (not
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being the whole contents) to some nodes of a hierarchy of the following level (low rank). Thus,

determination of filtering is possible on a content level which whether a node of a level of next

throat (low rank) not only receives a push but each node receives. Determination of filtering to

a node of the following level (low rank) can be based on synthesis information of a using state

of all the users under a node of the following level (low rank).

[0025]ln another mode of this invention, inside of a hierarchy is caudad transmitted to a stream

of a pushed object, A method of filtering dynamically an object pushed after that contains a

step which attaches notes of meta information to a push stream, and a step which filters one or

more objects which answered a step of notes attachment and were pushed.

[0026]ln another mode of this invention, various kinds of information can be transmitted by

Internet environment using a PICS protocol. First, using PICS, a content provider or a proxy

node of an upper level attaches notes to an object, namely, can specify the characteristic of

information about a push object. This information can contain all transmitting agency channels

(discernment) of a summary of urgency of a push object or a priority, and object contents or a

title, a group classification, or a push, or these. A using state of preference information on a

push object can be transmitted [ 2nd ] to the upper part from a hierarchy's lower level using

PICS. Using state information based on an object group classification and user preference can

be included in this. Inside of a hierarchy can be transmitted [ 3rd ] for a staging state of each

object by which staging was carried out (some or all of high order hierarchies) below using

PICS. In this case, a PICS protocol can be generalized and exchange or transmission of

information can be performed over the whole hierarchy. If it says to details more, these

information of various kinds of is memorizable to a header of an object using a PICS protocol.

A PICS label new about each information type can be defined, and a PICS categorical value

can be made to correspond to a specific situation. The lower level server (or client) can

interpret a PICS categorical value, and can increase the efficiency of a push or determination

of staging.

[0027]

[Embodiment of the lnvention]The whole hierarchy architecture of the proxy server provided

with the function of this invention is shown in drawing 1. As shown in a figure, a client

(600. ..603) is connectable with the Internet (25) via the hierarchy (level 0 ... level 3) of a proxy

server (30. ..55). When it says only within this example, the proxy hierarchy of a graphic display

contains the proxy server of four levels. Any number of a proxy hierarchy's levels are not cared

about, but a client (600.. .603) will understand that it is actually connectable with every level of

the, if it is a person skilled in the art. The proxy (30) of a record level (level 0) is connected to

the Internet. As for the proxy of level 1, those with two (35 and 37) and one level 1 proxy 35

are connected to the proxy (40 and 43) of the level 2. Subsequently to the proxy (40, 35, 30) of

the levels 2, 1, and 0, the client 603 is combined with the proxy (50) of the level (level 3)
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immediately on it. The client can access various websites (20) via the Internet (25). Since a

client manages staging and User Information, it can have a client proxy of itself. The hierarchy

of a proxy server will also understand that one client (600) and a single proxy server can be

included, if he is a person skilled in the art.

[0028]lf it sees from a client (603), a certain kind of proxy (55, 43, and 37) is not a part of the

proxy hierarchy. He will understand the proxy of a lower level, if it is a person skilled in the art

about the ability to communicate to the proxy of other upper levels of the direct Internet,

although a typical communication path is a proxy course of an upper level immediately.

[0029]ln the conventional proxy hierarchy, an object is caudad pushed after reception of the

pushed object to the proxy of the following level (low rank). On the other hand, in "pull"

demand by the object which cannot be used locally, the demand of a lack object is given to a

push of the following upper level. When an upper level proxy carries out staging of the object

before, this proxy passes an object caudad. When that is not right, this proxy tends to obtain

an object from an upper level proxy. The inputted object is caudad passed to the proxy of the

following lower level which is demanding the object.

[0030]Note that drawing 1 is a figure showing only the logical connection showing the flow of

an object and the information on a demand. This figure is not a physical-connection figure.

Logical connection may change by physical events, such as a workload, a node or a link fault.

If the types of an object differ, the logical paths which reach to a user may also differ.

[0031]lf it surveys, the server (30. ..50) of this invention will push a push object and the

information about the determination of the staging to the proxy of the following level (low rank)

with an object. Not only the determination of staging of itself but the determination (one or

more) of the whole high order hierarchy's staging can actually be passed caudad.

[0032]This invention is further provided with the function for transmitting information to a

hierarchy's method of the upper and lower sides efficiently. When carrying out http, information

exchange can be included in an object header using the existing web protocol. PICS ("plat

form for Internet-contents selection") specifies how to transmit the meta information about

electronic content. PICS is web consortium protocol advice (see http://www.w3.org/PICS).

Since PICS was promoted in the evaluation label of a value base, such as "what quantity of

nudity (nudity) is related with these contents", it was used for the first time, but a format and

meaning of meta information are completely common. In PICS, according to the source of

generation and schedule using state of "evaluation service" or information, the group division

of the meta information of electronic content is carried out, and arbitrary numbers of the

categories or dimensions of information can be transmitted in one of groups. There is the

range of the value allowed in each category, and a value single [ a specific category ] about

the specific contents of one affair or multiple can be taken. The meta information group (known

as a "PICS label") can include expiration information. The function applied to two or more
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electronic content also has PICS. The PICS label of the specific electronic content of one affair

can be independently deleted from an addition or there to contents.

[0033]For example, an image file can be transmitted to the server which attached the single

PICS label in which it is shown that the "evaluation service" field contains the evaluation label

of a value base according to the "Safesurf' assessment system. According to this invention,

when an image file carries out company proxy passage, it can receive the 2nd PICS label in

which it is shown that the "evaluation service" field includes proxy staging information. When

passing a section proxy, the 2nd PICS label can be stripped. Thus, refer only to the 1st PICS

label for a client computer. The http protocol is reinforcing the request header and response

header which support PICS. It is taking into consideration that the technical organization which

specifies other common application protocols, such as NNTP, also adds a PICS support. As a

part of such a protocol, the list of types of a desired PICS label can also be included by

demand. PICS has specified the reference format which receives PICS information from a

central label office server. The example of a PICS label is (PICS-1.1

"http://the.rating.service"label for" http://the.content"exp"1 997.07.01 T08: 15-0500" r

(n4s3v210)), A transmission name various meta information type and the application possible

value of these contents of "n", "s", "v", and "I" are 4 (in the case of n), 3 (in the case of s), 2 (in

the case of v), and 0 (in the case of I) here. Probably, only the software which recognizes ID

"http://the.rating. service" will be possible for the interpretation of these categories and a value.

[0034]According to a desirable embodiment, three different PICS labels are used. The proxy of

a content provider or an upper level uses the PICS label of the 1st kind called a push label or

(P-label), and it specifies notes attachment of an object, i.e., the characteristic of a push object,

or specifies the information about it. Although this label can include any combination of the

following category, it is not limited only to it.

[0035]- The value of an urgency category:"urgency" category shows the urgency which pushes

an object caudad. "UV" is defined as the categorical value.

[0036]- The value of a summary category:"summary" category shows the short summary of a

push object / document. In a more common case, one object can be specified on two or more

detailed levels. This contents hierarchy can consist of the three or more above-mentioned

levels (full contents and summary). For example, another title level can be included. In the

case of a news object, titles, such as a summary of "the terrorist devised the bomb in the

shopping center and the binary name died" and "explosion of a bomb" which are all the

contents of news, can be included. The contents level of additions, such as a title, can be

specified with P-label using another category of the contents level of each addition. There is a

"title" category of an object title in this example. An urgent categorical value which is different

from all the objects (namely, all the contents) is made also as for specification to a summary

category. For example, a higher urgency categorical value can be specified as a summary.
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[0037]- The value of a group category:"group" category shows the classification of an object.

For example, in the case of the simultaneous transmissive communication of an in-house

newsletter, the typical group categorical value can include a "company", "HR", a "section", a

"competitor", etc. The 1st purpose of introducing a group category is for a group category to

enable it to collect User Information (the following paragraph explains), and to enable a push

by a group category.

[0038]- The value of a channel category:"channel" category shows a simultaneous

transmissive communication channel or a contents transmission source. For example, they are

an internal enterprise channel or an external channel which can be used from PointCast and

Inc. with the trademark of POINTCAST (http://www.pointcast.com). A different channel can be

provided with a different group category.

[0039]lt is discussed by the desirable embodiment that one group category and one channel

category simplify a gestalt. Statistical information is independently held per group for every -

channel with easy generalization to two or more groups, a channel category, or its both for a

person skilled in the art, Since the determination of push filtering is made based on a using

state to an object group - He will understand things.

[0040]The use or the preference information on a push object can be transmitted to the upper

part from the level of a hierarchy's low rank using the PICS label of the 2nd kind called a user

label (U-label). Although this label can include any combination of the following category, it is

not limited only to it.

[0041]- The value of a using state (usage) category:"using state" category shows by what

frequency the object (inside of an object group) is referred to/accessed by the low order

hierarchy. This categorical value is shown by "RV."

[0042]- The value of a preference category:"preference" category shows an object with the

interest which a user specifies by profile specification. Profile information can be abolished if a

user's interest stops changing and updating. This categorical value is shown by "PV."

[0043]The PICS label of the 3rd type called "staging" label (C-label) is used in order that

performance information (a cash advance / staging information) may be transmitted and

shared, when a proxy passes [ an object ] a hierarchy. Although this label can include any

combination of the following category, it is not limited only to it.

[0044]- Staging of the object is carried out within a superordinate category, or the value of a

status category:"status" category shows the method of staging, or its both. This label is each

upper level hierarchy, and it can be specified whether staging of the object is carried out.

When a contents hierarchy can use it, it can be shown further whether a categorical value

carries out staging of which of all the documents and a summary.

[0045]The staging status of an object is shown by "valve flow coefficient." One of the methods

which determines a CV value by arbitrary proxies is explained below. For example, a CV value
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can be determined as follows using the binary-value notation. In the case of the proxy of the n-

th level, the CV value of the object passed caudad is provided with n bits, and it is set to 1,

when the proxy of a level transmits an object for the inside of a hierarchy to the k-th bit (n-k)

caudad and staging of the object is carried out. When that is not right, the k-th bit is set to 0.

An object request can also be transmitted to the proxy of the level of the nearest higher rank

with a high possibility of having carried out staging of the object, using staging status

information, without requiring an object of the proxy of the level of a higher rank immediately.

[0046]The CV value of the object A is considered again with reference to drawing 1 . Level 0

proxy (30) and level 2 proxy (40) carry out staging of the object A, and a level 1 proxy (35)

presupposes them that staging of the object A has not been carried out. the CV value of the

object A caudad passed to the level 3 proxy 50 - this case - "-
it is set to 101 or (binary

value) 5 (decimal values). The CV values of the object A caudad passed to the proxy 35 object

proxy 40 are "1" and "10", respectively. Also in the option which expresses staging status

within a hierarchy, the person skilled in the art will understand a certain thing. Although it is

simpler than this, there is a method of meaning whether the single bit is used as a method that

accuracy is low, it shifted, and the proxy of that upper level carried out staging of the object.

When a bit is one, the upper level proxy is carrying out staging of the object. When that is not

right, no proxy of the upper level has carried out staging of the object.

[0047]The detailed example of the architecture of the proxy server of drawing 1 is shown in

drawing 2 . A proxy server as a custom CPU (200), a disk (205), The memory (207) for

performing durability data or the magnetism a program / for code memory, an electron or an

optical memory medium and the data based on CPU (200), a program, the dynamic access of

the both, execution, or its both is included. Without deviating from the pneuma and the range

of this invention, from a server besides a disk (205) and a network (25), one or more

components instantiated in the memory (207) carry out direct access, and can perform

maintenance, and the person skilled in the art will understand that it can distribute to two or

more servers. Three major components of the proxy server materialized as desirable software

which can be performed on CPU (200) are a push hair drier (220), a lack push object request

hair drier (240), and a head demand hair drier (260). It explains in full detail below, referring to

drawing 5, and 10 and 4 for these components, respectively.

[0048]A memory (207) includes the structure of others of shoes which want to relate to the

function of this invention. Referring to drawing 8, cash (270) is maintained by each proxy node

so that it may explain in full detail below. When a push is filtered, staging of the push object is

carried out using cash. When requiring an object later, access time is shortened in this

procedure. Note that cash can be extended to the lower level of memory hierarchies, such as a

disk (205). Therefore, the cash advance or the object by which staging was carried out in a

proxy can reside in every level of a hierarchy permanently. Referring to drawing 4,
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comprehensive User Information of the node of each following level is maintained as User

Information 280 shows, and supports the determination of filtering so that it may explain in full

detail below. Referring to drawing 8 , the fixed object information 290 relevant to each object by

which staging was carried out (UV etc.) is maintained for the determination of filtering so that it

may explain in full detail below. Referring to drawing 10, this influences the determination of

the back about whether the object by which staging was carried out is purged so that it may

explain in full detail below.

[0049]The example of the proxy server logic provided with the function of this invention is

shown in drawing 3 . A proxy server will be in an input waiting state at Step 310 like a graphic

display. At Step 315, treatment branches by the received input. When the received input is a

push (from the following upper level), the push hair drier 320 is called at Step 320. The

detailed example of a push hair drier is mentioned later, referring to drawing 5. When the input

received at Step 330 is a lack push object request, the lack push object request hair drier 240

is called at Step 335. The lack push object request hair drier 240 processes the demand from

a lower level proxy (or client) about the object filtered by the upper level proxy node. The

detailed example of a lack push object request hair drier is mentioned later, referring to

drawing 10. When the input received at Step 350 is a head demand (from a lower level proxy

or a client), the head demand hair drier 260 is called at Step 360. The head demand hair drier

260 processes a HTTP head demand, and transmits User Information from a lower level proxy.

.The detailed example of a head demand hair drier is mentioned later, referring to drawing 4 .

At Step 350, applicable miscellaneous hair driers (370), such as (the conventional HTTP "pull"

demand or a FTP demand), are called about the input of other types which are not the objects

of this invention.

[0050]The example of a head demand hair drier (260) is shown in drawing
i
4. Like a graphic

display, a proxy confirms whether the head demand which received from the following lower

level node i contains a user label (U-label) in a header at Step 410. U-label contains the using

state and two categories of preference to which a related categorical value is expressed with

RV and PV, respectively. About each of the following lower level node i, a proxy server

maintains the using state and preference categorical value in RV(i) of User Information (280),

and PV(i) in a memory, respectively. At Step 420, RV(i) and PV(i) are updated according to the

value which the node i newly received. At Step 430, a proxy node maintains a comprehensive

using state and a preference value (shown by RVnode and PVnode, respectively) over the

node of all the following lower levels. When updating these two average methods, it is

preferred to use the index method of averaging, if it says to details more - PVnode - the

current value plus - it is set as the decimal part of the difference of new PV(i) and an old PV(i)

value. The decimal part of this example is 0.5. A RVnode value is set up similarly. Other

information in a HTTP header can be processed at Step 440. This example is checking the
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"freshness degree" of an object, when an object is changed at the end.

[0051]The example of the push hair drier 220 is shown in drawing 5 . When the objects pushed

from the following level (higher rank) at Step 510 are all the objects like a graphic display, That

is, not only in the case of a header but all the contents, a push object filtering routine is called

at Step 515, and the filtering determination of a push to the following lower level node (one or

more) is made. The detailed example of a push object filtering routine is mentioned later,

referring to drawing 8 . In order to determine whether carry out staging of the object of this node

at Step 520, a staging determination routine is called. The detailed example of a staging

determination routine is described about drawing 8 . It is determined whether a push summary

filtering routine called at Step 525, and push a summary to a lower level node at Step 510,

when only summary information is pushed from an upper level proxy. The detailed example of

a push summary filtering routine is mentioned later, referring to drawing 7. A push running

routine is called at Step 530, and a push to a lower level node is performed. The detailed

example of a push running routine is mentioned later, referring to drawing 11 .

[0052]The example of a push object filtering routine is shown in drawing 6 . The index variable i

is initialized by 0 at Step 610. The index variable i

**************
s a t step 610, when smaller

than severaIN of the node of the following lower level, the value of i

**************
s one time at

Step 615, for example, and push decision variable P(i) is initialized by 0. At Step 620, the

urgency level of a push (UV) of an object is larger than an urgent push threshold (PTH), PV(i)

When larger than 0 (when two or more lower level users specify an interest by a profile etc. in

an object), Push determination is chosen at Step 660 (P(i) set as 1), and all the objects are

pushed to the node i (see Step 1 120 of drawing 1 1). When that is not right, at Step 630, the

function (logic) (RV(i), PV(i), UV) F, i.e., the property of an object, (example: UV) and the

function of the object user characteristic (example: RV(i) and PV(i)) are called, and a filtering

decision is made. When F (RV(i), PV(i), UV) is truth, Step 660 is performed, P(i) is set as one,

and all the objects are pushed to the node i. The simple example of F (RV(i), PV(i), UV) is a

logical formula (RV(i)UV>QTH) (it is and (PV(i)>0).). However, QTH(s) are thresholds, such as

one. More complicated F function is designed and the factor of the bandwidth of an object,

size, or its both can be taken into consideration. For example, another F (RV(i), PV(i), UV) (it

can express with the logical formula of and (RV(i)UV>WTH) (PV(i)>0).) However, WTH is a

threshold which increases with object size and decreases with available bandwidth. WTH can

also take the expiration time of a document into consideration. Expiration time can set up this

value low about a long object. At Step 640, the function (logic) (RV(i), PV(i)) G is called and

push summary determination is performed. The example of G (RV(i), PV(i)) is a logical formula

(RV(i)>0) (it is and (PV(i)>0).). Like F function, more complicated G function can be designed

and other factors, such as bandwidth, can be taken into consideration by the determination of

a push server. At Step 650, P(i) is set as 0.5 and a summary is pushed caudad to the node i.
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[0053]The example of a push summary filtering routine is shown in drawing 7 . The index

variable i is initialized by 0 at Step 710. The index variable i

**************
s a t step 720, and

when smaller than severaIN of the node of the following lower level, the value of i

**************s one time at Step 730, for example. At Step 740, the function G (RV(i), PV(i)) is

called and push summary determination is performed (this is the same function as the function

called to Step 640). At Step 740, when G function is truth, P(i) is set as 0.5 at Step 750, and a

summary is pushed caudad to the node i (see Step 1 140 of drawing 11 ).

[0054]The example of a staging determination routine is shown in drawing 8 . The "staging

urgency" factor of the object O is calculated at Step 810. This factor is expressed as CacheU

(O). The example of the computational logic of the staging urgency of an object is explained in

full detail below, referring to drawing 9. At Step 815, the value of CacheU (O) can be caudad

adjusted based on the staging status of the object O in an upper level proxy. Staging status

information is specified as the staging label (C-label) of a HTTP header. The objects O are

some upper level proxy cash, and when staging has already been carried out, the necessity of

carrying out staging of it by the present node decreases. When larger than 0, CacheU (O) at

Step 820 at Step 830. It is judged whether it is used whether the amount of space (S) is

occupied from the (1) object O by all the objects Oj with low staging urgency and (2) available,

i.e., now. When it judges that S is larger than the size (O) of the object O at Step 840, it is

shown that the CV value of the object O was updated at Step 850, and staging was carried out

by the present node. If it says in detail, the original CV value can be doubled, can add 1 and

can make it a new CV value. At Step 870, the object O is memorized by cash (270) and the

value of valve flow coefficient relevant to an object, UV, and ChacheU is memorized by the

object information (290) portion of a memory. The object O is exchangeable for other objects in

which staging urgency has a lower value if needed. When the value of CacheU (O) is zero at

Step 820, staging of the object is not carried out but it is shown that a CV value is updated and

staging is not carried out by this proxy. 2 can be hung on the original CV value and,

specifically, a new CV value can be acquired. C-label of an object takes the new CV value

generated at Step 850 or Step 880, and shows the staging status at the time of an object being

caudad pushed in the inside of a hierarchy (see Step 1 100 of drawing 1 1).

[0055]The person skilled in the art will understand that various cash nest processings are

possible, without deviating from the pneuma and the range of this invention. For example,

even if there is no demand until now, staging of the object in a new category can be carried out

by space variable units.

[0056]The example of the computational logic of the staging urgency of the object O is shown

in drawing 9. The value CacheU of staging urgency (O) is initialized by 0 at Step 905. The

index variable i is initialized by 0 at Step 910. At Step 920, the index variable i is smaller than

severaIN of the node of the following lower level, and when push decision variable P(i) is not 1
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at Step 930, only RV(i)UV(0) **************
s CacheU (O) at Step 940. At Step 945, i

**************s and processing returns to Step 920. In i>N, processing is ended at Step 920.

[0057]The example of a lack push object request hair drier (240) is shown in drawing 10 . When

the push object O is filtered and it is required from a lower level node after that, it is judged

whether staging of the object O is carried out by the present node at Step 1005. When staging

is carried out, an object is returned to the node which inserted the CV value in the C-label and

was demanded at Step 1010. At Step 1020, the value of the staging urgency of the object O is

calculated again. When this value falls to zero at Step 1030 (the node of all the following lower

levels with the interest on an object received the copy of that object), Or when something falls

even to another default value or calculated value, staging of the object O is not carried out any

longer at Step 1040. When staging of the object is not carried out at Step 1005, a demand is

transmitted to upper level proxy server or contents transmitting origin at Step 1080.

[0058]The example of a push running routine is shown in drawing 1

1

(drawing 5 . Step 530)

The CV value of an object is inserted in C-label of a HTTP header at Step 1 100 (from Step 850

or 880 of drawing 8 ). At Step 1 120, the whole object O is pushed to the node of all the

following lower levels with P(i) equal to one. At Step 1 140, P(i) is pushed for the summary

header of the object 0 by all the nodes of the level immediately under 0.5. At Step 1 160, when

a push to a certain node i is unsuccessful (access of a link, a node failure, or a mobile client is

impossible), P(i) value is reset by zero. The staging determination routine (Step 520 of drawing

5) of the object O is checked. When a staging determination output does not perform staging

of an object, since the staging determination routine (drawing 8 ) specified the set of new P(i)

value, re-call appearance was carried out and a part of push went wrong, it determines

whether carry out staging of the object now.

[0059]ln the different model proxy server environment which is the conventional proxy where a

part of proxy does not suit a filtering protocol, and it does not participate in collaboration, the

person skilled in the art will understand that dynamic push filtering is effective.

[0060]The desirable embodiment of this invention has explained the general push filtering

method of a Web server. However, the person skilled in the art will understand that the object

for a push can apply this invention also to what kind provided with the same characteristic of

situation, and it is not necessarily limited to the field of application of the Internet or WWW.
[0061]Although the desirable embodiment of this invention is co-operation push filtering

accompanied by staging between a hierarchy's parent node and a child node, it can be easily

fitted so that the collaboration between brother nodes may be included. For example, when

staging of the object as which the proxy was required by the high order hierarchy has not been

carried out, reference is possible from a proxy to a brother proxy. Including a brother node, it is

**, and is not limited to this, but the staging determination of drawing 8 is easily adapted to the

factor of the staging determination of the proxy node besides a hierarchy, and can be used for
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the staging determination.

[0062]As a conclusion, the following matters are indicated about the composition of this

invention.

[0063](1) The pushed object is the method of filtering dynamically the object pushed after that

in the proxy hierarchy to whom the inside of a hierarchy is transmitted caudad, A method

containing the step which filters the object pushed after that based on the object using state

information transmitted in the inside of a hierarchy with the step which transmits up in the using

state information relevant to the pushed object.

(2) The step which the pushed object is the method of filtering dynamically the object pushed

in the proxy hierarchy to whom the inside of a hierarchy is transmitted caudad, synthesizes

information, and are exchanged between nodes, A method containing the step which filters the

pushed object based on the information synthesized and exchanged.

(3) A method given in the above (2) which contains further the step which transmits the meta

information relevant to the object by which said filtering step was filtered.

(4) Completion of the success reverse side of a push to the lower level proxy / client which was

filtering-determined and was chosen, A method given in the above (1) which contains further

the step which performs adaptation staging of an object based on either of the staging

determination by using state information and other proxy nodes in a hierarchy.

(5) A method given in the above (1) in which said step for which the pushed object filters the

object pushed after that including the contents hierarchy of meta information contains further

the step which transmits meta information for the inside of a proxy hierarchy caudad.

(6) A method given in the above (5) in which said step which transmits meta information

contains further the step which carries out staging of the object filtered [ inside / of a hierarchy
]

in short explanation of the object with the step which transmits caudad within a proxy

hierarchy.

(7) Said step which carries out staging of the object. [ which has the potential interest shown

by the user profile
] [ whether all the low-ranking proxies or client nodes of the level received

the object immediately, and ] Or a method given in the above (4) which contains further the

step which purges the object by which the staging urgency factor was less than predetermined

and a calculation threshold, or staging was carried out after [ the ] either.

(8) A method given in the above (1) in which said filtering step contains further the step which

specifies further the comprehensive using state and preference of an object by the low rank

client node of all in a hierarchy which were pushed.

(9) A method given in the above (4) based on [ an object is classified into an object group and
]

a former users request pattern in each object group's using state information.

(10) The step classified into the group from whom using state information differs said pushed

object including a lower level proxy or the demand pattern of a client, The step which
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synthesizes using state information including a group division of the pushed object, and are

exchanged between nodes, A method given in the above (1) which contains further the step

which filters the object pushed based on the grouping of the information synthesized and

exchanged and the pushed object.

(1 1) A method given in the above (4) filtering determination or whose staging determination is

a function of either bandwidth, an object property or the client characteristic.

(12) A method given in the above (11) in which the client characteristic includes a user profile

or preference information.

(13) A method given in the above (1) in which said filtering step is a function of an object

urgency sign including further the step which relates with the object which had the object

urgency sign pushed, and transmits the inside of a hierarchy caudad.

(14) A method given in the above (4) in which said staging step contains the step which carries

out staging of the object on one or more levels of a contents hierarchy as a function of an

urgency sign including further the step which relates an urgency sign with one or more different

layer levels.

(15) A method given in the above (4) staging either [ whose ] said filtering step or a step is a

function of object size.

(16) A method given in the above (4) said staging either [ whose ] said filtering step or step is a

life of an object, or a function of expiration time.

(17) A method given in the above (4) which contains further the step which transmits to the

object which said staging step was answered
[
object ] and had the staging status of the

pushed object pushed.

(18) A method given in the above (4) whose proxy hierarchy contains the different-species

proxy hierarchy of said filtering step and said staging step by whom **
is someday performed

depending on no servers in a hierarchy.

(19) Create a PICS using state label and the step with which the comprehensive using state

information on a proxy hierarchy's lower level is expressed using a PICS categorical value is

included further, A method given in the above (2) in which said transmission step contains the

step which transmits the inside of a hierarchy for comprehensive using state information up

using a PICS using state label.

(20) The step which creates a PICS staging label and with which the staging status of the

object in a proxy hierarchy's given level by which staging was carried out is expressed using a

PICS categorical value, A method given in the above (4) which contains further the step which

transmits the inside of a hierarchy for staging status caudad using a PICS staging label.

(21) A method given in the above (4) which creates a PICS push label and contains further the

step showing the urgency sign of the object pushed using the PICS categorical value, and the

step which transmits the inside of a hierarchy for an urgency sign caudad using a PICS push
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label.

(22) A method given in any 1 paragraph of the above (1) which transmits information for the

inside of a hierarchy using a meta information protocol thru/or (3), (5), (6), (9) to (10), (14) to

(15), (19) to (20), or (21).

(23) A method given in any 1 paragraph of the above (1) which transmits information for the

inside of a hierarchy using a PISC protocol thru/or (3), (5), (6), (9) to (10), (14) to (15), (19) to

(20), or (21).

(24) A method given in the above (4) which creates a PICS push label and contains further the

step showing the summary of the object pushed using the PICS categorical value, and the step

which transmits the inside of a hierarchy for a summary caudad using a PICS push label.

(25) A method given in the above (1) which contains further the step which performs

adaptation staging of an object based on the staging determination about the proxy node

besides a hierarchy.

(26) In the proxy hierarchy by whom the inside of a hierarchy is caudad transmitted to the

stream of the pushed object, How to be the method of filtering dynamically the object pushed

after that, and contain the step which attaches notes of meta information to a push stream, and

the step which answers the aforementioned notes attachment step and filters one or more

pushed objects.

(27) A method given in the above (6) which will change it if staging either filtering determination

or determination differs in a contents hierarchy's level.

[Translation done.]
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LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1]lt is a figure of the upper level client server architecture provided with the function

of this invention.

[Drawing 2 ] It is a figure showing the example of the server of drawing 1

[Drawing 3] It is a figure showing the example of server logic.

[Drawing..41'* is a figure showing the example of a head demand hair drier.

5JJt is a figure showing the example of a push hair drier.

[Drawing 6] It is a figure showing the example of a push object filtering routine.

[Drawing T] It is a figure showing the example of a push summary filtering routine.

[Drawing 8] It is a figure showing the example of a staging determination routine.

[Drawing 9] It is a figure showing the example computation of staging urgency.

[Drawing 10]lt is a figure showing the example of the missing push object request hair drier.

[Drawing 1 1 ] It is a figure showing the example of a push running routine.

[Description of Notations]

20 Website

25 Internet

30 Level 0 proxy

35 Level 1 proxy

37 Level 1 proxy

40 Level 2 proxy

43 Level 2 proxy

50 Level 3 proxy

600 Client

603 Client
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